How much product can I take in my pickup truck?

`

GVWR
Gross Vehicle
Weight Rating
The maximum
allowable weight
for a fully loaded
pickup, including
passengers, cargo
and trailer tongue
weight.
A truck’s gross
vehicle weight
(measured by
driving a loaded
truck onto a scale)
must never exceed
the GVWR

TRUCK TYPE

Ford Ranger
Colorado
Canyon
Tacoma
F150
1500
Tundra

SOIL/MULCHES

GRAVEL

½ Yard

½ Yard

What happens if I would like to take more
product in my truck than Coast Aggregates
company policy allows?

(550kg ~ 1210lbs)
1. Our Landscape Depot staff will ask you to pull your
vehicle on to the scale
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2. While on the scale we will check the GVWR for your
vehicle (this is located inside the driver’s-side door)
3. The tare weight of your truck will be subtracted from
the GVWR (this equals the payload capacity available for
your vehicle)
4. You will then be loaded with the *legal amount of
material as prescribed by your vehicles current tare
weight and GVWR
(*Please note we load trucks in 1/2 yard increments)

(1100kg ~ 2425lbs)
Our staff reserves the right to refuse any loading requests based on
all relevant conditions.
We focus first on safety, and will make any recommendations to
ensure you are loaded as safely and securely as possible. The safety of
everyone on the road is very important to us.
Please note that our products are heavy, often dirty, and can be
problematic or dangerous to transport. We waive responsibility to any
damage to your vehicle, trailer, or any personal items during the
loading process.
All customers must stay in their vehicles while being loaded.

The only way to boost the payload rating is to take weight off the truck: removing the rear seat or bumper, using lighter wheels
and/or tires that meet gross axle weight rating requirements. Airbags do not increase the payload rating.

